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This guide provides step-by-step instructions for three actions in Docman 10:
1. Filing – workflow required to review patient visibility settings

2. Filing – no workflow required

3. For existing documents that have already been saved on the patient’s record

Introduction 
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1. Filing – workflow required: 
When the user is unable to make the decision whether the document 
is appropriate for online visibility and wishes to have another person 
to review online visibility status.
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1. As per usual, from the filing inbox, select document, 
match patient and complete document details  
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2. Scroll to the bottom of page and deselect ‘Allow 
Access’ ie Select ‘Restrict Access’ then Save
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3. Select reviewer, confirm
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4. Then click add instruction and add appropriate 
instructions, then click as add as freetext, then start (1 of 3)
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4. Then click add instruction and add appropriate 
instructions, then click as add as freetext, then start (2 of 3)
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4. Then click add instruction and add appropriate 
instructions, then click as add as freetext, then start (3 of 3)
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5. The reviewer will then see the freetext comments and be able select 
which online status they feel is most suitable, you will likely see a red 
circle and with cross when you select the status (this is once you have 
selected the status) 
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1. Filing – no workflow required: 
The document is filed and is viewable by the patient.
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1. As per usual (ie stages 1 and 2) then select ‘No 
Review Required’ and save
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3. For existing documents that have 
already been saved on the patient’s record
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1. Search and find patient in DOCMAN, then find 
the specific document
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2. Then go to ‘Document Clipboard’, select/tick the 
specific document, then you select ‘Duplicate’
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3. At this point a pop-up appears requesting the visibility 
status (PFS Visibility) and you select the appropriate option
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4. It will then confirm that the document has been 
duplicated
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5. Both documents will now present in the patient’s 
Docman section
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6. You can now delete the previous/duplicate 
document
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